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A Syntiesis of Selected 'Research
A

at.NIE n,Mathematics Education Related
to Minorities

by

Luis Ortiz-Franco

Abstract

.Purpose: The purpose of this synthesis is to summarize nineteen projects related to

mathematics education issues among minorities funded bythe Learning and Development

Unit, at NIE.

Po ulati : The student populations included in the investigations range from pie-

elementary level to college and out-of-school professionals.

Males and feMales are represented in "the samples, and at least seven

different ethnic populations.

Procedures and Analysis: Sore studies plan to analyze the data usipg only quantitative

techniques while others plan to use only qualitative analysis. The remaining use a

combination of both.

Expected Results: Five of the projects expect to contribute to the design and development

of effective intervention programs aimed at increasing the representation 9f minorities

in mathematics related fie ds.

Ele n studies project to contribute to a better understanding of
. -

basic knowledge in, the areas of mathematics learning and cognitive processes and

development among, minorities. II,

One study focuses in contributing to the improvement of mathe-

matic$ and science teaching for minorities.

The remaining two projects expect to make contributions to basic

research and teaching.
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I

A result of the proliferation of mathematics education research during the last
_

.

two decades has been the exploration of exciting frontiers of knowIldge previously

neglected in other, ,disciplines. One area that remains largely neglected, however,

concerns minorities. anddthematics education issues. This neglect As the potential

to render tenuous the generalizability of empirical findings whichibave been observed

.

among the nonminority student population. For instance, Meyer (1981) reports that

the model of Figure Matrix, Number Exclusion, and-Mathematics Computation was more

effective in discriminating the good and poor problem solvers than any other reduced

model. Can this same model discriminate good and poor problem solvers in minority

populations? Perhaps; perhaps not. Many more parallel quest -ions can be poSed per

taining. to other,ireas inmath4matics education which .illustrate the general point

of this paragraph...

The *ter part of the decade of the 70's witnessed an interest in increasing'

the representationtion of minorities in mathematics related fields by some federal agencies

and pr fessional organizations, The National Science Foundation (14F) funded several

.resour e centers for slience and engineering specifically to achieve this e Also,

the Nalonal InstituL'Of Education (NIE) has funded, several research projects

addressing the general theme of minorits and mathematics education questions. The

purpose of Otis article is to syntlie4ize a selected number of such studies funded by
. .

NIE.tfirough;the Learliing and Development Unit of the Teaching and Learning Program.
r

The foltowirig pages summarize the studies and the summary is broken down into five,

broad headings: population, purpose, procedunes, and analysis, expected outcomes, and

preliminay findings.

,

The summary is followed by abstracts of tht studies.



The Studies 0

Population

The studies collectively incle populations in all leveer of schooling: pre-

'elementary to college, and beyond (out-of-school professionals). Seven ethnic

groups and both .sexes are included. Some studies include more titan one ethnic group

and more thanone level of schooling thus sometimes it appears that the total number
C

of studies is more than nineteen.

More specifically., two studies include pre-elementary school populations, six

-involVe grades R-5, six focus on grades `7 -9, four on grade's 10-12, seven include* -- . ,

college populations, and, finally, five involve adult -professionals.,..
....

....

Three studies do not specify what ethnic groups are included, eight involve

white 'populations, seven, address issues perta ing to bfacks, four include 'Puerto Ricans,

each of the groups American Indians) Chinese, and Chicanos is, included in two studies,

and one study includes Alaskan`Natives.

One study includes only females and the remaining eighteen'include both sexes.

Purpose

The intended purposes of the studies can be.cateorized as addressing internal

- or external variables with respect to the participating populations. Several c:St

the studies address both internal and external variables. The respective definition.
P

of internal and external variables as used here is as follows.

Internal variabled refer to those aspects that reside within a person such as

psychological factors, mental characteristics or processes, attitudes, cognitivi-

'devklopment and the like.

External variables refer to those aspects that originate or reside outside a,

person such'as school *personnel, school curriculum,' parents, peers, and other social

influences.

Based on these definitions, ten studies address'internal variables,,four,address

external variables, and the remaining five address a combinatioli of internal and .

external variables.

5



Procedures and Analysis

There are several studies which limit themselves to the collection of informationr

Iii . 4

through interviews and'do-not,specify a quantitative anal technique for data.

interpretation. This is an example of a strictly qualitative analysis, On the .

other hand, some studies limit themselves to quantitative analysis. The remaining
. .

Projts use a combination of both types of analysis.

In a nutshell, seven studies use primarily qualitative analysis, five will

interpret the data quantitatively, and seven use a combination of both techniques..

Elcpected Outcomes

Just as the purposes of the studies are varied so are the expected results.

Five studies expect to contribute to the improvement of intervention programs designed

to increase the' representation of,minbritip. in mathematics and science related

-careers. Eight projects envision to con.tri ute to basic resear problemsolving
4

processes,cognitive development, ett.); one study is ',designed to Contribute to

the improvement of the teaching of-mathematics and science for minority students. Finally,

five studies expect.to make contributions to both basic research and to teaching.

Preliminary Findings A

Although all of the studies have reported progress towards accomplishing their

stated purposes, some have provided enough details in their progressereports to make

it possible to mention the most salient of their preliminary findings.

,*Gerace and Mestre report that the performance of college bilingual students onr

,' mathematical skills isimore strongly related to language proficiency thanfthat of

metnoll inguals. College bilingual students are more propenseto be affected by certain
.

.kinds of errorsjhat derive from problem wording in mathematics translation task

fi

,,

Lastly, the misconceptionl about the.physical world are not di erent between bilingual

and monolingual eallege students.

MacCorquodale has observed that minorityestudents need better, preparation in

basic skills and that Chicano students have-high
aspirations, believe school is

.

impgrtant, and work hard at school. She has also observed that Chicanos are more

IP 6 .



strongly. Influenced by affIctive factors,'and AnglOs by job-related factors. Another

'observation is that Chicanos receive lower grades in science even though tkey

report
Nt.

higher grades and devoting more effort to msthematjcs than their White

counterparts:. It remains to be inlAstigated, however, whether Chicanos get lower

grades in science b.dcause they do lesser quality work or because teachers tend to

undergrade them.

.

MacCorquodalt also reports that women and minorities in her sample tend to

discontiinue enrolling in science courses at,the ninth grade.

Stahl sand Turner administered a questionnaire to fifty high school and

I

college black.Women asking'questions regarding their car9eer plans and,self-perceptions

in science. The)women T'rveyed indicated that they intend'to i(ursue their careers,

marry and have children; and1 that their family and'ffiends are supportive of

their plans. They also attribute their.succeSp in science courses to hard work,

perseverance, and determination when answering,an,open-ended question but to

intelligence when answering a multip)p choice question.

It is hoped that the final reports will reveal interesting findings essential

in fOrthering our knowledge about crucial factors the learning of mathematics

among minorities.

.n annotated list of the projects under discussion follows. The projecto

are listed by alphabetical order of the leadtng investigators:

-01
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Callahan, Leroy G. School Artsthmetic Development: Movement.Towprd Conceptual
MaturiA, of Students with Different Number.Abilities on Entering First
Grade. Christopher Bald), Hall, SUNY at Buffalo, Amherst, NY. NIE-G-80-0097
Ending date: June 1982.

Purpose: To describe the movement toward conceptual maturity on arithmetic
tasks of children.

PoRulation: 90 male and female black and white first grade students representing
three levels of proficiency on number tasks: high, medium, and low.

ti

Procedures: Structured interview protocols will be administered individually
over two years.

Expected Results: (1) contribute insights into understanding of relationship
between early number performance and school arithmetic developmtnt.

1p
(2) assist

urban schools in assessing appropriateness of match between student arithmetic
develOpment and school program experiences; (3) assist urban schools in developing
procedures in early identification of students with high risk of failure, and

'high degree of potential in mathematics ,learning.

Cooper, Robert G., Jr. Consistency and Variation Among Individual Patterns in
Preschool Number Development: A "longitudinal Study of Home, School) Sex,
and Socioeconomic Factors. Psychology Department, University of Texas,
Austin, TX. 1NIE -G -80 -0143. Ending date: August 1982.

Purpose: 4To study the development of counting, subitizing (directly perceiving
numerosity for small quantities'', addition/subtraction, and conservation i
children.

Population: 640 Black, Chicano, and Anglo children divided equally among 3, 4, 5,
and 6 year-olds. Half of the children will be from middle-income and the other
half from low-incOme families.

trocedure!. Two longitudinal studies, one counting and subitizing, the other .

donservation and addition /subtraction. Children will be assessed individually
in sessionibix months apart. -The respective parents and teachers will be
interviewed concerning attitudes, goals, activities, and effectiveness in
teaching number concepts.

Scalograms, ANOVA, regression and coirelaeion will be used to
discern individual pat -terps and predictors of patterns and rate of development..

Expected Results: To help clarify how children's difficulties in mathematics
depend on particulat concepts rather than on general developmental lags or
lack of aptitude..

(1;7
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Curcio, Frances R. The Effect of Reading and Math Achievement; Racial Status,
Sex and Prior Knowledge on Comprehending Mathematical Relationship Expressed
in Graphs. Department of Education, St. Francis, College, Brooklyn, NY.
NIE -G -80 -0093. Ending date: April 1981

Purpose:, To extend the s ma- theoretic' perspective of understanding general
discourse to graph comprehe sion by 'nvestigating the effects of prior knowledge
on students' ability to comp d the mathematical relartonAipt expressed in
graphs, and whether this effect is over and beyond that of.reatIting performiance

and mathematiCs achievement. Sex and racial status differences will be fcused

Population -: 200 fourth-grade boys and girls, and 200 seventh-grade boys and girls
in Brooklyn, NY., from diffetent ethilic backgrounds.

Procedures: The California Achievement Test, Reading add Mathematics, a
specially designed graph reading test, and three prior knowledge inventories
will be adminiate(ed to the students. 4Results Will be analyzed by multiple
regression techWiques.

Elcpected'Results: To identify sex and racial differences.'in graph reading;
extend the schema-theoretic perspectiye of understanding general discourse '

to graph comprehension -MI-contribute to teachers' awa/eness about and reasons- ,

for diagnosing prior knowledge deficiencies which may impede comprehsn ing the
,mathematical relationships expressed in graphs.

.

Gastort,-Jerry. Factors Inhibiting Science Careers for,Black
" Department of Sociology, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL.

NIE-GT78-0139. .Ending date: (December 1979.

z
Purpose: To explore various types of information about the s cial processes
that inhibit black women from entering science.

Population: /Black Womenfrom high school through professional level.

Procedures: Collect data from the target population regardinglow black
women in science have made it and bow they compare with other categories of
black women.

Expeoted Results: To produce information-lea lig to the developzient of a

proposal to study the question at.a national leVel'apd assist in correcting
the'existing imbalance in 'science careers.

(
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Geface, William J., & Mestre, Jose P.. Identifying LearningHandicaps of College-
' Age Spanish-Speaking Bi4in Students Majoring in Technical Subjects.

Department of Physics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA. NIE-G-79-0044.
Ending date: August 1982.

Purpose: To answer the general question ,of whether college Spanish-Speaking
bilinguals majoring in technical subjects encounter any Unique difficulties by
investigating the following specific-questions: -

1) What are a bilingual.student's preconceptio s a d misconceptions before, during,
'

and after taking a technical course, and are' t y different from those of a
monolingual student? ,2) Do bilingual students taint piscontepitiOns formed in
one language that have been resolved in the oth language? 3) Is a bilingual's
problem-solving ability regarding speed-and a curacy dependent upon the language
in which the information needed to solve the p oblem wars learned? 4)'In testing
situations on technical subjects, what are like y to be the stumbling blocks of
bilingual,students due to subtle language misunderstandings? and 5) Are the
difficulties encountered by a bilingual in debeloping problem-solving skills,
different from, -or similar to, his/her monolingual counterpart?

..

Population: Spanish-Speaking bilingual undergraduate students majoring'in science,
mathematic's, and engineering.

Procedures: Written exams will be administered to monolingual and bilingual
students and they will be asked to think aloud through verbal problems in a
science context. The protocols will be videotaped for later scrutiny.

Expected Results: To identify he common stumbling blocks of thg tar get
population and thus be in a posi ion of helping them become better learners.

Preliminary* Findings: (1),the per rmance ol*.,college bilingual students on math
4kills is more strongly correlated th language proficiency.than that of
monolingUals. (2) college Bilingual tudents perform mathematics tasks at a slower
pace than monolinguals.' (3) college lingual studentssare more susceptible
than, monolinguas to certain kind's of rors that derive from problem wotding in
mathematical translation tasks. (4) th misconceptions about-the physical world ,

are -not different between bilingual a$0 ionlingual college students.

Gerace, William J., & Mestre, Jose,P. A tudy of Cognitive Development of Hispanic
Adolescents Learning Algebra Using Cl nical Interview Techni ues. Department
of Physics, University of Massachusett , Amherst, MA. NIE-R-400-81-0027
Ending Date: November 1982.

Purpose: To investigate the cognitive proce es of Hispanic bilingual students
learning Algebra I.

Population: Ten,$panish-Speaking bilingual'ni th grade students.

'Procedures: Students will be interviewed"monthl to catalogue their error 'patterns
and successful strategies 4 their learning of a gebra. Background questionnaires
.will be administered to both pare9ts and students to ascertain their SES level,
academic achievement, and attitudes towards e uca on and mathematics... The analysis
of the data will be both qdantitatiand qua tat ve.

, .

\ Expected Results: Findings should aid in designing math curricula for bilingual
4 --,

students, and in fitlping bilingual students become b tter learners by making them
\ aware of successful strategies as well as common avo dable errors.

\ -I
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4 d Johnson, Robert C. Psychosocial Factors Affecting the Mathematical Orientation of

Black Americans. Institute of Black Studies, Inc. St. Louis,-Mo. HIE-C=79-0093:
Ending date: May 31, 1981

.

ila ,

: ',1-
6.4

1

,
Pprpose: To identify those personal, family, and situational differences,betwepn-

. blacks who demonstrate an aptitdOe or orientation for mathematics' and those Who do not.
.

,

4 Population: i,Two hundred b/aok,males and females ranging in age ei-om early adolescence
to adulthoodc-. Half the sample will be "mathematically oriented" and the other half,
will'not be "mathemapically'oriented."

.

4P.

4

Procedure: The participants will be'interviewed and asked; to complete a questionnaire-
,

and a values' inventory.

. . .

Expected Results: (1) to svggeo'st strategies; policies, and prognemmatic actions
needed to improve opportunities for blacks in scientific and technical fields,
especially at the pre-college level:

, .j. D, 1 .

.

(2) to suggest crucial time periods in developing minoritiles -

rformath-related occupations. 1
. .

(3) to asceytain when decisions are made by blacks to pursue
certain career options and whin to select mathematics courses along with the * .

iJ..1 variable influencing such decisidns.
(

(4) to suggest areas in which intervention efforts *need to
be targeted and ne research directions., -

. ,, s.

. ,. .
Preliminary Findings: (1) difficulties, have beinglaced,b/ pTojett staff tolovercome

rihesitations of junior high students to 'be interviewed. ,

(2) new data gathering techniques have,been'deviced to
collect attitudinal data from junior high students.

Leap, William L. Dimensions of Math Avoidance Among Ameri can Indian Elementary
'SChool Students. Department of AnthropoYogy, Aeeriean.pnivertityl

0 NIE-G-79-0086, Ending Date: August 1980.
. _

'

Purpose: to explore and identify those aspect of _"math avoidance" which create
and maintain barriers to athematics ashievement among AmeriCan Indian students.c

.11

Population: Third graders.

I
Procedure: Classroom-based field study t.i'aikg a coding.system,to analyze transcripts
of instructibn an a series of mathematical Opics, teacher-student observations,
and field-interviews with school teachers and Official,. They data will be analyzed
cross-culturally..., , ./

Expected Results: (1) identify critical variables which act as barriers to Indian
students' mathematics learning.

(2) advance suggestions for possible improvements in 'teaching
strategies and theoretical approaches for instrncting American In9aficbildren in

. mathematics.

:
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MacCorquqtale, Patricia. (Social Influences on the.Partici?ation of

I-Atiyersity
Women

/ AZ
3c:;

TIL:OnenF!.
Department

ciates September 1981.

1
-t

.

Purpose: 'mo:tommine the social factors:illicit hinder or facilitate the
1

participation of female Mexican AJOericans in science courses and careers.
0

Population: Mexican American and Anglo junior high and high school
students of both sexes from Nogales And TuOdonwAT.. , ,

. . .

.
.

'Procedure: administer questionnaires and interviews to students, teachers,
counse ors, and parents to determine (1) eduOktional and.occupational

-- aspirations; 42) studentsf attitudes toward'sohool subjects, including'
perCeived usefulness of( subject, motivation to learn the SUbject and-
pdrceived ability; (3) attitudes toward women with respect to occupational
roles; (4) self-image; (5) suppOrt atd encouragement from parents,
teachers, and friends; and (6) family background characteristics.

Projected Findingsr (1) inforMation on social factors that influence
.

educational,and occupational aspirations.e

% \

Of

(2) compare the effect of attitvdest-, self-aniage,
and family bac ground to the effect of encouragement and support from
teachers; pa;e ts, and friends. -

,

Prelimina ndin s: (1) minority students need better preparation in
c s s icanos have high aspirations, believe school is'

work hard 'in school. ,, .
'

_

import-int,

(2) minority students need to be encouraged ,to
takes math and science courses to - enhance their educational and occupational

..options. 4'

(3) gextyping of, math careers needs to'be addressed.

(4) minori4 stUdents need more ,career counseling

(5) minority ,parents do support and encourage their
children's.egucation:-

.1 -(6). Anglo males are the most interested in careerin
.sciences and aremore likely to take courses in science.

1,
f

. (7Pthe attritiont.of-women an d minorities from 0.
science begins at the ninth grade.

.
-4* '(8) the more.students4i)e science, care about

doing sciencg, an see sciences as\related to theit'jobs and life,
the more interested they arej.n taking science. Chicanos are more
strongly influenced by affeceive factors, and. Anglos by job related factors.

(9) Chicainos receive lower grades in science but
reObrt higher grades-and deVotiril more effort to math.

.7



rMali4ett, Cora B..MinoritYtmiemale Involvement in High School SOienCe and.'
Mathematics. Pepartmcnts of Afro-American St ies and Sociology,-University
of Wisconsin, Madison, WI. "VIE-G-79-0110.
Ending date: Juni 1981.

.

s:

Purpose: to help extend to blaclifemales the'careemtoptions by investigating the
s4lool-Telated characteristics and`processes-which could enhance their participation
.n scientific and technical fields.

Population: High school, personne4 teaders anti Counselors.

s
.

-

'ate the school organizational characteristics
of school persorinel which seem to coOribute

black females in non-required mathematics
tra - curricula science

n pertinent to extending employment
to black womene

POcedurms:OAdministei'surveys-to-deilin
aild the background and Ittitudinal traiRis
to thijfivolvement and 'participation of
and science' courses and curricula an

A

Expected Results: to generate info
ogportunitiea in science related career

'.
As qi

Mooie, Chprles G. Language and Cultural Determinants to Mastery of MattriMatics-
Concepts by Undergraduate Native American College Students. Department of
Mathematics, Northern Aritona University, Flagstaff, AZ. NIE-G-80-0100.
Ending date September 1981.

Yurpost: To attempt to identify those elements in the language,o1111tural
background of Native American undergraduates that nay inhibit thei -effective
learning of mathematics concepts.

.

, -

\Population: Native American undergraduates enroLled in one or more mathematics
courses, Native Agerican ucators, linguiits,andanthropologists who, have studied

441in the target clmmuniti .Nava'o and Hopi.

.Procedures: Interviewsorith the above populations.
... .

.
v:iv_

Eipected Results: The identifiCation of the barriers to learning mathematics may
result in a diminutipaof anxiety and frdstkation which contribute to a high rate
of failure, And genaiatiohypotheses for further research. c .

Morse; Linda W. Relationship of Significant Others,.Parental and Teacher' Influences
to the Development of Self-Concept, Science Attitudes and ievement Among
Adolescent Girls. Bureau of Education Research sndDevelo ent, Mississippi
State University, MS. NIE-G-79-0159. Ending date: September 1981.

VPurpose: To examine the relationship of students' attitude toward science, and their
achievement ip science, self-concept and perceptiln of 'their sex roles.

sir

population: Black and wflitl students of both sexes- 12-16 irears of age in grades 7-9.

Procedures,: Longitudinal data collection measuring students' attitude toward science,
achievement, self-concept, sex-role concept, influence of.significant others, social
status, an4 classroom interactions with teachers and peers.

Expected Results: The data will show differential treatment for males and females'in
science classes by teachers and peers which will be reflected in-an increasing.dif-
ferentiai self-concepts; achievement and attitudes toward science as the students

1.

1
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progress th;ough junioriligh.school.
11.1s,_

Orvik, James. The Scoial Basis of gsithehatics Teaciring and Learning: Center
foi cross-Cultural 9tudigs, University of Alaska, Fairbanks

'
AK.

.,,1.,01 NIE-G-80-0092. Ending date: June 1981.
ft

..
.

, i..
.4 .

Purpose: To begin.an interdisciplinary research effort.into the nature of
mathematics teaching And leaining across cultures leading tothe.gegeration of
hypotbesei aboUt (1) the cognitive characteristics of learners and teadheis; 2
the nature of mathematical taski; and (3) teachelllearner Social interaction i
cross- cultural situations.

.1. -

.
.Population: C011aboration..between'teachers,-mathematicians,-educational rese rchers, ,

and' minority group pupil to raise questions and hypotheses.
- .;

t, 1
4

' -Procedures: ta collection'through ethnographic methods, Videoltape analys
and field notes in three phases; (1) establishment of initial data baie.

, (g)
interactive analysis And review of data base; andf(34 analysis and synthesis o
the data base and interaction.

Expected Results: To identify educational and social ,processes best suited
increase the integration of mathematical thinking kto.the sociial/and cultural
circumstances of the learner and thus respond to the need to increase the
participation of minority group members in science and technology through improved
mathematics instruction.

Parelius, Ann P. Determinants of Gender Differences in Course Enrollment and
Goals in Mathematics, Science, and Engineering Among Black and White College
Students. Department of Sociology and. Anthropology, Rutgers College,
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J. NIE-G-79-1410. Ending date:
August 1981.

Purpose: To assess the imgact of various social processes on the enrollment of
male and female college students in mathematics related courses, their choiar of
major,, and their educational anti career aspirations.

Population: 1,5 and white female college, freshmen and sophomore students.

Procedure: Questionnaires .to be akinistered at six'different times to the
participatig subjects and analyzealithrough linear regression models,,idiscriminant
analysis, and path4tnalysis in a longitudinal debign.
a
Expected Results: To liscover-the patterns of interaction among students''
individual characteristics, interpersonal experiences, and learning environMents
conributing to q.e differential representation of these populations in-mathematics
related careers. Such information can point the elements,that can be modified to
channel more white and black women into nontraditional training and career choices.

A `1



1
Saxe, Geoffrey B. A Development Analysis °enumeration Concepts: They Effects

of Lanapage Background,Mbther-Child Interaction, and MetacoZnitive Processes.
The Giaduate Center, City Univeaity, pf New Nork, New York, NY. NIE-G-80-0119.
Ending date: Septemb0=.1983. ....

t

Purpose: To studAbw the development of numerationaI concepts in children is
..

affected by differenCes in both language background and the style of mother-child
interaction in problem solving settipcs.

t

ftpulation: Mono'ingual and Bilingual in Spaish/English, and Chinese/English,
middle and lower class children from 3-14 years of age (.pre school- through
eighth grade).

Procedures: Nine studies will'be con cted. Studies -l-5 will include bilingual
inner city Hispanic ind Chinese childre from 5-14 years of age exploring the

..i questian whether middle class bilingual hildren.show an advantage over their
monolingual, counterparts in numeration. Study 6 will investigate how mother -
ch ,ild interactions facilitate the use p counting in problem soling activities' .6

and how these interactions differ over social class. Subjects will be mothers .

and their 3-or-4v-year old children _from ,middle and low SES backgrounds.
Studies 7-9 will anal se childrerdsNability to monitor their own counting

Expected Results: (1) to Provde nformation about the development of numeration
concepts 'from pre-school through eighth grade.

. .
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accuracy in problem giving siteations. Children will'b e from middle and low
\-SES backgrounds 59-years old.

i

(2) to reveal special competencies of inner city bilingual chi4dren.

A

(3) to illuminate early sources of differences in levels of
preparedney of children to engage in math learning.

(4) to reveal areas in which-Oildren have ,difficulty in early
forms of computation and how to'improve these skills.

9,chwartz, Judah L. The Role of Semantic Understanding in Solving Multiplication
and Division Word Problems. Division for Study and Research in Education,
Cambridge, MA. NIE-G-80-144. Ending date: August 1981.

Purpose:, To extend the study of the difficulties children have with intensive
quantity in multiplication and division and to examine children's solving of
Cartesian product and related rate-problems.

Population: Four groups of twenty-four children each consisting of

(1) middle class urban Puerto Rican children'in Puerto Rico
(2) low-income urban Puerto Rican children in Puerto Rico
(3) Puerto Rican idgrants in the U.S.,land
(4) U.S. urban mile class children.

Yl"

All children between the age of 9-13 years.
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Procedures: The task will be presentedito each child individually and it will
consist of,two parts: the children will s'ol'e a total of six problems; and they
will make drawings of the situations described in the probleml.

The session will be in the language of theei ild and it wil-1 be
audio-taped-.

Expected Results: 1. To contribute to the understanding ofthe cognitive
needed in the understanding of different type of problems.

st '''
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To
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t

velop, refine, and validate a taxonomy of word
ibh will uncoVeI he interrelationship between different types of

t the-same-time at it will distiriguish among them. _
. ,

,

components

problems
problef/a

Stahl, /eanne M.; 6)0;ner,,Henrie M. Factors Influencing Persistence and
Achievement in the Sciences and Health Professions by Black High School
and Co 1J gp Women. Department of Education and Psychology, Norris Brown
Colle , alanta, GA. NIE-G-79-0116. Ending date: August 1982.

r. Purpose: To determine three categories of factors which influence persistence,
and achievement in the *ciftnces and-health professions by black women in high
school and-college: ' (I) characteristics of black and white high fl.c.hool and

college men awfyomeh in the Southeast; (2) Existing and expected social forces
operating to encourage or discourage persistence and achievement; and (3)
Internalized ,social forces and self-concepts which operate to encourage or
discourage persisitence and achievement.

Population: About 2,000 men and women in their senior year of high school through
senior year in 'collie.

Procedures': .dross-sdctional and longitudinal survey data from subjects of both
sexes will be analyzed by correlation and multiple regl'ession analysis.

Expected Results:4 Findings-will serve as a base for the development of counseling
and group therapy techniques to encourage black women to pursue science and view
themselves as arivievers and to Welcome challenge and success rather than to flee
pom it, -.

4,........e '

Preliminary-Findihirs: A sample of fifty black high school science and college
black women attending a women in science workshop were adminietVied a questionnaire
asking questions regarding: (f) expectations concerning career and motherhood;
(2) expectations and support of family and friends; (3) fear of success; (4) "Imposter
phenomenon" e.g.,,,altributing one's success.to hard work, perseverance, or
determination rather than intelligence.

Subjects were high achievers by academic standards, middle class of professional
parents. -

The sure revealed these black women:eC /
plah(to marry, have children, and pursile their careers; /

-

famIly aria friends are supportive of their plans to continue career;4

show-little indicatidn for fear'of success;

they attribute their sticcess,to hard work, perservance, or determination
I



when answering an open. ended question but to intelligence when multiple choices
are given.

`Taang, Sau-Lim. Mathematics Learning Styles of Chinese Immigrant Students. ARC
Associates, Inc. i 310 Eighth Stxeet, Suite 20; Oaklind, CA 94607.
NIE-R-400-81-0026 Ending date: November 1982. -

N.,

Purpose: To investigate the d'ifficultie's that' minorAty students have in learnin5
Algebra )

Population:, Twelve Chineee students enrolled in gebra I Mission High School
in San Francisco, CA. who'have just arrived to th United Steps.

Procedures: Classroom observations, and teacher and student interviews will he
conducted. This together with students' classes rk and homework will be the
sources of data. The data collected pertaining to students will be analyzed
using a 'x2x2 factorial design.

Expected Results: It is expected that the ins;estigationvlaill result in improved
knowledge about how students learn and conceptualize/algebraic principles, and
concepts. This in'turn will be'useful in improving the mathematics curriculum-
and teaching.

Wagner., Sigrid. A Clinical Investigation of Learning Difficuliies.in Elementary
Algebra. Mathematics Education Department, 105 Aderhold Hall, University
of Georgia, Athens, GA. (50602. NIE -R-400-81-0028 Ending date: 'November 1982.

Pur os : To investigate the difficulo inties that students, es ially minority'
stud ts, have in learning elementary algebra.

\

1

Population: Above andbelow average students enrolled in Algebra I.

. Procedures: Clini5a1 i terviews employing the "think-aloud" teen-niques will be
used 'to investigate stud nts' internal-thought processes as they work to solve
standard textbook proble s and nonstandard tasks developed for the study. Protocol
data will be analyzed in n effort to identify patterns across problems and
across students.

The analy- s of-rfudents' learning will-be conducted from the dual
perspectives of mathe =tical content and psychologfcal processes.

Expected Results: lternative approaches to the teaching of elementary algebra
will be sugges

A
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